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The Little Traveller’s adventures  

in the land of colloquiality. 

On the Persian translations 

of de Saint-Exupéry’s Le Petit Prince 

Le Petit Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry is considered one of the 
worldwide best-selling books of all times with its 140 million copies sold 
since it was first published in 1943.1 Even though the target readers are 
apparently children, the adventures of a charming little boy from B-612 
asteroid who travels through space and makes careful observations of the 
nature of humans and their relations seem to convey their message to 
everybody regardless of their age. The book has been translated to about 
250 languages and enjoys everlasting popularity among readers of any age 
in the whole world. 

The aim of this sketch is twofold: first, to show the presence of a great 
variety of Persian translations of Le Petit Prince and suggest possible 
reasons for that, and second, to have a closer look at the translation of 

                                                        
1 According to the website of Gallimard, the official publisher of Le Petit Prince : 

<http://www.gallimard.fr/Footer/Ressources/Entretiens-et-documents/Histoire-d-un-
livre-Le-Petit-Prince-d-Antoine-de-Saint-Exupery>; retrieved 16 June 2014. 
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Ahmad Shâmlu2, a prominent 20th century poet and translator, in print 
and in record (audiobook recorded with the voice of the translator him-
self) and the differences between them, in order to show how the written 
and spoken versions of the – supposedly – same text vary from each 
other, giving some hints on the diglossic situation of modern Persian 
language. 

The first time Le Petit Prince was translated into Persian dates back  
to 1333hš/19553, when Ketâbkhane-ye Irân published a translation by 
Mohammad Qâzi.4 This translation, praised for its simple yet poetic 
language and faithfulness towards the French original, was then bought 
by Amir Kabir Publishing House and had numerous editions until the 
Islamic Revolution in 1979 when the publisher temporarily withdrew it 
from the market, causing remaining copies to reach ridiculously high 
prices (Maleki 2003). The publication of Qâzi’s translation was resumed 
in 1361hš/1983 and there had already been 51 editions since then. In 
1391hš/2013 Khabaronline.ir quoted a story by Qâzi, who confesses that 
he translated the whole book secretly in two weeks, having it borrowed 
from a friend who was also interested in translating it.5 This translation, 
even though the oldest, is the most popular and considered best by many 
readers. 

The translation by Shâmlu came second – it was published by Ketâb-e 
Jom’e in 1357hš/1979 under the title Shâhzâde-ye Kuchulu. Not only the 
title is different than preceeding; unlike Qâzi, Shâmlu decided to con-
centrate his efforts on preserving the simplicity of language rather than 
its poetical tone. As a result, his translation is much closer to the every-
day language of Iranians and is often criticised for being too colloquial: 

‘Shâmlu is a good translator, especially in translation of foreign poetry, but 
[…] the Little Prince of Shâmlu’s translation resembles a boy from Tehran 
speaking in thick words which change the poetical prose of Saint-Exupéry (as 
Qâzi described it) into colloquial words and dialogues.’6 (Maleki 2003) 

‘Although many praise Shâmlu’s translation, he is not a good translator. 
The problem of his translation is overuse of colloquial vocabulary.’ (Najafi in 
Kârbâschiyân 2006). 

                                                        
2 Ahmad Shâmlu (1304–1379/1925–2000) – celebrated Iranian poet, translator and 

journalist; also lover of folklore beliefs and language, who contributed greatly to the 
studies of Persian folklore with his book Ketâb-e Kuche (‘Book of the street’). 

3 Interestingly, the previously mentioned Gallimard’s website gives 1993 as for 
when the Persian translation was published. 

4 Mohammad Qâzi (1292–1377/1913–1998) – one of the renowned translators of 
European (mostly French) literature in contemporary Iran. 

5 The article in Persian is available on Khabaronline website: <http://khabaron 
line.ir/detail/233454/culture/book>; retrieved 20 June 2014. 

6 All translations from Persian, unless otherwise stated, by the author of the article 
(KW). 
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Shâmlu’s translation was then republished by Ebtekâr in 1363hš/19857, 
this time entitled Mosâfer-e Kuchulu (‘The Little Traveller’), along with 
an audio recording.8 The title was changed twice more: first to Shahryâr-e 
Kuchulu (Negâh Publishing Institute, 1373hš/1995) and then to Shâzde 
Kuchulu (Negâh Publishing Institute, later editions). The translation  
of Shâmlu, just as Qâzi’s, is regularly reprinted. Last, 22nd reprint was 
published on 31 Ordibehesht 1392hš/21 May 2013. 

The translations of Mohammad Qâzi and Ahmad Shâmlu are by far the 
most popular, yet not the only ones available. It is not exaggeration to say 
that since 1377hš/1999 there appears at least one new translation every 
year9 and so we had in 

1377hš: Fâ’eze Sarmadi (Mosâfer-e Kuchulu), 
1378hš/2000 (Esfahân): Asqar Rastegâr, 
1379hš/2001: Abolhasan Najafi, 
1380hš/2002: Mostafâ Rahmândust, 
1381hš/2003: Hossein Fatâhi, 
1384hš/2006: Bâbak Andishe, 
1385hš/2005: Asadollah Qafuri-Sâni, 
1386hš/2007: Râmses Basir, Faride Mahdavi-Dâmqâni, Hamid-rezâ 

Baluch, Sepehr Hâjati, 
1387hš/2008: Abbâs Pezhmân, Sâmâne Rezâiyân, 
1388hš/2009: Hâniye Haqqnabi-Motlaq, Del-ârâ Qahremân, 
1389hš/2010: Jamshid Bahrâmiyân, Hâniye Fahimi, 
1390hš/2011: Mohammad Majlesi, Mohammad Ali Akhavân, Qolâm-rezâ 

Yâsipur, 
1391hš/2012: Maryam Saburi, 
1392hš/2013: Zahrâ Tirâni, Mortezâ Sa’idi-tabâr, Moulud Mohammadi, 

Farzâm Habibi-Esfahâni, Shourâ Pirzâd, Shahnâz Majidi, 
1393hš/2014: Parviz Shahdi, Mohammad-rezâ Sâmti, Shabnam Eqbâl-

zâde, Rezâ Zâheri, Mojtabâ Pâydâr 
– which comes to a total of 34 translations, most probably to be con-
tinued. Not all of them were then reprinted; the most popular ones after 
Mohammad Qâzi and Ahmad Shâmlu are the translations of Mostafâ Rah-
mândust (11 reprints, over 51,000 copies), Abolhasan Najafi (9 reprints, 
39,000 copies) and Bâbak Andishe (9 reprints, 25,000 copies). 

Such a significant number of different translations demands justifica-
tion. One of the reasons for their existence is undoubtedly the peculiar 

                                                        
7 In the online catalogue of National Library of Islamic Republic of Iran (Ketâb-

khane-ye Melli-ye Jomhuri-ye Eslâmi-ye Irân), this edition is listed without a date; 
dates of publication given in different sources vary from 1980 to 1993. 

8 There was another audio version of Le Petit Prince. It was recorded by a famous 
journalist, radio and TV presenter Iraj Gorgin and published in Tehran (Mâhur) in 
1380hš/2002. According to the National Library and Archives of IRI database, it was 
based on Gorgin’s own translation. 

9 Statistics based on the information from Iran Book House <http://www.ketab.ir>. 
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situation of copyright in Iran, which does not restrict publishers from 
having several different translations of one literary work at a time. This 
problem is often pointed out by translators and authors, cf. Najafi (2006) 
or Maleki (2003). But Zahrâ Tirâni, an author of one of the latest trans-
lations, mentions another issue as her main motivation for creating the 
24th Shâzde Kuchulu. In her opinion, even though the previous trans-
lations were done by well-known and respected translators, taking into 
account the passage of over 50 years and changes to the modern prose 
and language, especially that of the young generation, a new and up-to-
date translation was necessary.10 A similar opinion was expressed by 
another translator, Del-ârâ Qahremân.11 In her translation, she used the 
everyday colloquial language to keep the smallest possible distance be-
tween speech and writing12 – in times when everybody uses that variant 
of language for SMS or e-mails because it is simpler, more intimate and 
familiar, and closer to the world of children and teenagers (Nili 2013). 

In this respect, Qahremân is said to follow the steps of Ahmad Shâmlu, 
who was the first to use a language less literary, but more familiar and 
closer to everyday speech in his translation thirty years earlier; Tirâni 
enters the same path with her translation. What was a widely criticised 
choice in times of Shâmlu seems to be more acceptable and even prefer-
able nowadays – a phenomenon better understandable once we dwell  
a little more on the linguistic situation of Iran today. 

The history of a language used in Iran today dates back to 10th century, 
two hundred years after the Arab invasion, when the Samanid court was 
established in Khorasan (modern-day eastern Iran). This first native 
Persian dynasty after the invasion encouraged court poets to compose 
poetry in Persian instead of Arabic and thus the dari language (which 
then became known as New Persian) was formed (Lazard 1993: 23–24). It 
has not changed much in the following thousand years and the texts com-
posed in 10th century are still intelligible to Iranian readers today. In 16th 
century, with the rule of the Safavid dynasty, a formal language gained 
shape that remained almost intact until this day (Jeremiás 1984). Since 
the language itself has not undergone significant changes, there must 
have been another way of adjusting to changing conditions and this was 
done by introducing a variety of styles, composing a complicated system 

                                                        
10 This commentary appeared in an article Yek Shâzde Kuchulu-ye jadid vâred-e 

bâzâr shod published on Khabar Online on 20 Farvardin 1392/09 April 2013 
<http://khabaronline.ir/detail/285767/culture/book; accessed 20/09/2014>. 

11 The mentioned article by Zahrâ Nili (Be bahâne-ye enteshâr-e bistomin tarjome-
ye Shâzde Kuchulu [On the occasion of publishing the 20th translation of Le Petit 
Prince]) was published in the 67th issue of Bahâr newspaper, which was closed due to 
political reasons in 2013 and therefore cannot be found on any official websites; it is 
still available on traductological blogs and sites. 

12 The difference between spoken and written variants of modern Persian will be 
discussed later in the article. 
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of the so-called stylistic levels (cf. Hodge 1958) with two “styles” protrud-
ing: the spoken and the written. The existence of those, still calls for  
a consistent and defined approach of the scholars.13 It seems justifiable to 
treat the situation of Modern Persian within the framework of the theory 
of diglossia,14 as suggested by Jeremiás (1984), who calls it ‘a striking 
example of diglossia.’ Hence the superposed H variety can be identified 
with what is called ‘written language’, while L variety is the generally 
intelligible ‘spoken language’. 

It should be noted that the spoken modern Persian, based on the dialect 
of Tehran15 which has spread throughout the whole country, and is now 
intelligible (even if not spoken by the locals) in all the regions, has also 
started to appear in writing in about 1920s. Jamâlzâde, Hedâyat or Čubak, 
prominent figures in the history of modern Persian literature, consciously 
incorporated features of spoken language into their works. This process is 
continued until this day. Yet, the attempts made at introducing spoken 
structures into the narrative are often met with reluctance and caution. 

It is within those limits and restrictions that Shâmlu’s Mosafer-e 
Kuchulu becomes a source of interesting material for a study of the differ-
ences between the written word being printed and read aloud. Written 
entirely in a familiar, by some criticised as ‘too colloquial’ tone, the book 
seems to represent more of a spoken and informal variation of Persian 
than the literary one, considered ‘proper’ for any literary writing; indeed, 
it is often compared with the translation of Qâzi, the former being a child-
ren book, while the latter is a philosophical story for adults. Shâmlu not 
only employs vocabulary and simple structures that reflect those of the 
spoken idiom, he also introduces the contracted forms of personal pro-
nouns combined with prepositions (bâ man ‘with me’ > bâm, be u ‘to him’ 
> besh and so on – a recognizable feature of speech). Still, even though 
                                                        

13 More discussion on the ambiguities concerning the spoken and written variations 
of Modern Persian can be found in Wąsala (2015). 

14 Diglossia is generally defined as a sociolinguistic situation in which within a lin-
guistic community, apart from a standard dialect of a language and its regional dia-
lects, there exists another, superposed variety of the same language, referred to as  
H (implying its high status) and opposed to L (low status; typically vernacular variety), 
characterised by prestige, function (the usage H and L varieties should be mutually 
exclusive), literary heritage, different pattern of acquisition (in no diglossic commun-
ity H is learned as a native language), standardization (there is usually a highly codi-
fied standard of H, whereas L is often utterly ignored in the descriptive grammar 
books or dictionaries), stability (diglossia is a fairly stable linguistic phenomenon that 
can be maintained within a community for centuries), grammar, phonology and 
lexicon. In the beginnings those nine characteristics were regarded as sample features 
of diglossia, not necessarily all of them true for all the diglossic communities. Nowa-
days sociolinguists tend to regard them as a group of conditions to be met in order to 
consider a linguistic community diglossic (Ferguson 1971, cf. also Hudson 2002). 

15 The problem with differentiating Tehran dialect and general spoken Persian 
(which could possibly be called spoken standard or colloquial standard) is mentioned 
as early as 1960 by Peisikov in his book on Tehran dialect (2008: 13–23). 
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Shâmlu applies the characteristics of spoken idiom to his translation in 
writing, and even though the audio version is meant to be the accurate 
recording of the text, when transferred to sound, it undergoes certain 
changes on a variety of levels. 

To present those changes and differences, seven chapters of Little 
Traveller, and these are chapters from 2 to 9, the part of the story in 
which the Little Prince encounters the pilot on the desert, were analysed. 
Those seven chapters cover the first 24 minutes of the recording. The 
differences are tracked by comparison of the printed text (bookmarked as 
MK with a page number) with a transcript made by myself from the CD 
(bookmarked AR). They are then grouped by their grammatic belonging, 
i.e. phonetic alterations, changes in verbal endings and contracted verbal 
stems, replacement of words, and alterations in syntax. While there is no 
point to analyze all the examples within this article, let us discuss a few 
representative cases. 

Let us have a look at the following example of a short dialogue be-
tween Little Prince and Pilot, in an undoubtedly colloquial style, and point 
out the (underlined) colloquialities. 

Ruz-e panjom bâz sar-e gusfand az yek râz-e digar-e zendegi-ye Shahryâr-e 
Kuchulu sar dar âvardam. 

Mesl-e chizi ke moddat-hâ tu delesh besh fekr karde bâshad yek-hu bi-
moqaddame az man porsid: 

– Gusfand-i ke botte-hâ-râ boxorad gol-hâ-râ ham mixorad? 
– Gusfand harche giresh biyâyad mixorad. 
– Hattâ gol-hâ-yi-râ ham ke xâr dârand? 
– Âre, hattâ gol-hâ-yi-râ ham ke xâr dârand.  
– Pas xâr-hâ fayede-shân chist? (MK: 27) 

Some vocabulary is used which is characteristic of the spoken idiom. 
Two verbs: az chizi sar dar âvardan ‘to get to know about sth, understand 
sth’ (> az chizi sar bordan) (FFS: 1272), gir-e kasi âmadan ‘fall into sb’s 
hands, be found by sb or given to sb’ (> be dast âmadan) (FFS: 1965). 
Yekhu is a colloquial synonym of nâgahân ‘suddenly’ (FFS: 2672). Also 
preposition tu without ezafe is typically colloquial, used as an equivalent 
of dar ‘in,’ as is a composition of a preposition be with a personal suffix  
-esh indicating 3rd person singular object (FFS: 676). Âre in colloquial 
speech replaces neutral bale ‘yes’ (FFS: 29). Especially interesting is  
the last sentence, which employs a syntactic pattern very often appearing 
in colloquial speech, an example of topicalization (as described and 
discussed by Windfuhr 1979: 71–72), where the first noun (i.e. xâr-hâ 
‘thorns’) is brought as an emphasized subject, while the referential part 
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of the clause is fâyede-shân ‘their use,’ thus the whole sentence means ‘So 
what is the use of thorns?’ (lit. ‘Thorns, what is their use?’).16 

Now let us compare it with the recorded version, this time underlining 
the differences: 

Ruz-e panjom bâz sar-e gusfand az ye râz-e dige-ye zendegi-ye Amir 
Kuchulu sar dar âvardam. Mesl-e chizi ke moddat-hâ tu delesh be-h-esh fek 
karde bâshe yehu bi-moqaddame az man porsid: 

– Gusfandi ke botte-ro boxore gol-â-ro-am mixore? 
– Gusfand harchi gir-ash biyâd mixore. 
– Hattâ gol-â-yi-ro ham ke xâr dâran? 
– Âre, hattâ gol-â-yi-ro ham ke xâr dârand. 
– Pas xâr-â fâyede-shun chi-ye? (AR) 

As we can see, there is no change in the vocabulary apart from a re-
placement of Shahryâr with Amir which is not related to the subject of 
our analysis. Yet, there are certain differences applied consequently to 
the read aloud version: 
 all the 3rd person sg verbal endings are changed from -ed to -e and 

so is the copula ast > -e, 
 -k is omitted at the end of yek (also in yekhu > yehu) and -r at the 

end of digar (> dige) and fekr (> fek), 
 h preceding a vowel is often ommited: in plural suffix –hâ > -â or 

ham > -am (‘too’ which is then suffixed to the noun), 
 râ is pronounced as ro. 
The differences observed in this short fragment are generally 

representative for the whole text. The most often occurring, and perhaps 
the most striking, is the replacement of 3rd person singular literary verbal 
ending -ad with its colloquial equivalent -e. The same applies to the forms 
of copula (budan ‘to be’) in 3rd sg. 

So, for instance, 
 yadetân naravad ‘don’t you forget [lit. doesn’t it leave your memory; 

thus 3rd sg]’ (which itself is stylistically informal without a doubt) > yade-
tun nare. 
 az khastegi dam-e marg bâshad yâ az goshnegi dam-e marg bâshad 

yâ az teshnegi dam-e marg bâshad yâ az vahshat dam-e marg bâshad ‘[it 
wasn’t] as if he was dying of tiredness or as if he was dying of hunger or 
as if he was dying of of thirst or as if he was dying of fear’ (bâshad – 3rd 
sg coniunctive of budan ‘to be’) > az khastegi dam-e marge yâ az goshnegi 
dam-e marge yâ az teshnegi dam-e marge yâ az vahshat dam-e marge (the 
meaning stays unchanged). 

This change is applied to almost all verbal forms in 3rd person singular 
throughout the book. 

                                                        
16 Cf. Hasan, ketâbash gom shod. ‘Hasan’s book got lost’ (lit. ‘Hasan, his book got 

lost’); Windfuhr discusses this type of constructions quite extensively in his Persian 
Grammar (1979: 71–72). 
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Another frequent change that has already been presented in the first 
example, is of phonetic character – the sound known as a ‘historically 
long <a>’ when followed by <n> or <m> (in transcription marked by â) is 
often replaced by <u> (this alteration is easily noticed as it appears in 
demonstrative and personal pronouns). So 
 yadetân ‘your memory’ > yadetun, 
 ân ‘that’ > un, 
 ânhâ ‘3rd plural personal pronoun: they’ > unâ (here followed by the 

elision of <h>). 
But the differences are not limited to simple phonetics and sound 

changes. In the following examples, literary expressions have been sim-
plified and replaced by their more informal synonyms: 
 mesl-e > eyn-e ‘like’, 
 nâ-mar’i-and ‘are invisible’ > dide nemishe ‘is not seen’ – singular 

verb for an inanimate subject (less formal), a contracted verbal stem of 
shodan ‘to become’ (shav- > sh-) and a replacement of 3rd sg verbal end-
ing -ad with -e: mishavad > mishe), 
 dar haram-e târik ‘in the dark seclusion’ > zir-e khâk ‘underground’. 
And then there are also alterations concerning syntax–usually the 

literary word order SOV is replaced by informal SVO, or a compound  
verb (nominal component + verbal component) changes the order of the 
elements from nominal + verbal to verbal + nominal as in the example 
below. In speech this is accompanied by a stress shift (stressed element is 
kept at the end of the sentence): 

sandali-râ jelou bekeshi ‘push the chair forward’ [lit.chair-forward-
push] > sandali-ro bekeshi jelou [lit. chair-push-forward] 

 
Of course, the presented examples do not cover all the existing differ-

ences. They rather present the range and variety of those, which is de-
finitely too significant to be neglected or left unnoticed. Yet even with 
those few it seems clear that: 

a) Shâmlu’s translation is based on a language closer to spoken idiom 
than the literary style of writing, 

b) some aspects of spoken idiom are not applied by Shâmlu to the 
written text, only to the recorded one (thus there is a written-colloquial 
and read-aloud-colloquial that vary slightly). 

A comparison of the above examples with the translations of the other 
authors would undoubtedly be fruitful and give further insight not only 
into whether the 21st century understanding of spoken (or colloquial)17 
language, i.e. this of Zahrâ Tirâni or Del-ârâ Qahremân is the same as of 
                                                        

17 In Persian texts, usually the term mohâvere is used, which applies generally to 
the spoken and colloquial language (interchangeably). Taking into consideration the 
peculiar situation of colloquial Persian, resulting from diglossia, it should not be 
forgotten that colloquial Persian does not exactly bear the same meaning as colloquial 
Polish or colloquial French or colloquial English would. 
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Shâmlu, but also into whether it is worth to employ spoken idiom when 
translating foreign literature, or maybe it is better to stay within the 
frames of the literary style of written variety. The translation by Shâmlu 
was, as was previously mentioned, criticised by Abolhasan Najafi in 2006 
during a discussion in Shahr-e Ketâb (‘Book City’, a chain of popular 
Iranian bookstores known for its cultural activity), accused of being too 
informal and therefore not accurate with the style of the French original 
text. On the other hand, some contemporary translators try to follow the 
path chosen by Shâmlu and bring the Little Prince’s language as close  
as possible to the language of Iranian children. Since the amount of col-
loquial (in the meaning of spoken variant) translations is growing with 
years, a question arises: perhaps people find the slightly informal language 
closer to their own words and thoughts? And, if so, are we going to 
witness the advancing informalisation of writing in Persian translations, 
prose and poetry? 

Primary texts (Persian translations of Le Petit Prince) 

Mosâfer-e Kuchulu, transl. Ahmad Shâmlu, Mo’asese-ye Enteshârât-e Negâh, Tehrân 
1376hš/1997. 

Mosâfer-e Kuchulu [audio recording], transl. Ahmad Shâmlu, Mo’asese-ye Enteshârâti-
ye Farhangi-Honari-ye Ebtekâr, Tehrân 1376hš/1997. 

Shâzde Kuchulu, transl. Mohammad Qâzi, Amir Kabir, Tehrân 1383hš/2004. 
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Résumé 

Aventures du Petit Voyageur au pays du langage familier. 
Sur des traductions du Petit Prince d’A. de Saint-Exupéry en persan 

Le Petit Prince d’Antoine de Saint-Exupéry est l’un des contes les plus vendus dans 
le monde entier et de tous les temps. Sa persistante popularité qui parcourt le globe 
résulte, entre autres, du fait que ce livre est traduit vers beaucoup de langues, y com-
pris le persan, où le nombre des traductions existantes a déjà dépassé une trentaine. 
Dans cet article, nous avons essayé d’attacher cette activité extraordinaire des traduc-
teurs persans du Petit Prince à une particulière situation linguistique de l’Iran contem-
porain, où il y a une grande différence entre le langage parlé dans les conversations 
quotidiennes et le langage écrit. La première partie de l’article donne un aperçu géné-
ral des traductions existantes. La seconde partie est une étude détaillée de deux ver-
sions de la traduction d’Ahmad Shâmlu : imprimée et enregistrée comme audio. Les 
deux versions du texte qui paraît le même (et déjà critiqué pour son langage trop fami-
lier) diffèrent l’une de l’autre au niveau de leur conformité aux normes grammaticales 
du persan littéraire, ce qui laisse apercevoir la situation de diglossie de la langue per-
sane moderne. 

Summary 

The Little Traveller’s adventures in the land of colloquiality. 
On the Persian translations of de Saint-Exupéry’s Le Petit Prince (Little Prince) 

The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry is one of the worldwide best-selling 
stories of all times. Unflagging popularity of the story in countries all around the world 
resulted in it being translated into a great number of languages, including Persian, in 
which the number of existing translations has already exceeded thirty. In this paper an 
attempt has been made to link this extraordinary activity of Persian translators of The 
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Little Prince with a peculiar linguistic situation of contemporary Iran, where there is  
a great difference between the colloquial language of everyday conversation and the 
language used in writing. The first part of the paper is a general survey of the existing 
translations. The second part is a detail study of two versions of the translation by 
Ahmad Shâmlu: printed and audio recording. The two versions of the supposedly same 
(and already criticized for being overly colloquial) text vary from each other in their 
level of adherence to the grammatical norms of literary Persian, thus giving some hints 
on the diglossic situation of modern Persian language. 

Streszczenie 

Przygody Małego Podróżnika w krainie potoczności. 
O perskich tłumaczeniach Le Petit Prince (Małego Księcia) Antoine’a de Saint-Exupéry  

Mały Książę należy niewątpliwie do najpopularniejszych i najbardziej znanych opo-
wieści na świecie. Dzięki swojej niegasnącej popularności, książka Antoine’a de Saint-
Exupéry doczekała się tłumaczenia na bardzo wiele języków, w tym również na perski, 
w którym to liczba istniejących przekładów przekroczyła już trzydzieści. Niniejszy 
szkic jest próbą powiązania nadspodziewanej aktywności tłumaczy Małego Księcia ze 
specyfiką sytuacji językowej współczesnego Iranu, gdzie odmiana języka stosowanego 
w piśmie różni się zasadniczo od tej używanej w mowie. Pierwsza część artykułu to 
bardzo ogólny przegląd istniejących przekładów, podczas gdy część druga to bardziej 
szczegółowa analiza tłumaczenia autorstwa znanego poety Ahmada Szamlu, które wy-
stępuje w wersji drukowanej oraz w formie nagrania audio. Choć są to wersje oparte 
na jednym tekście, nie są one jednak tożsame. Różnice pomiędzy wersjami dają zaś 
pewien pogląd na dyglosyjny charakter współczesnej perszczyzny. 
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